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This essay engages with historical and contemporary images 
to analyze their role in the producti on of interiors. Dioramas 
feature in this history as a modeof representati on that falls 
between image and interior. Looking to L.J.M. Daguerre’s 
diorama building, Thorne’s Miniature Rooms, and Colonel 
John F. Ohmer’s domesti c camoufl age, the space of the 
diorama is not the just that of the projected picture but is 
inseparable from its material and dimensional data as well as 
from the interior in which it is entangled. In contemporary, 
electronic images, representi ng the interior takes on a dif-
ferent dispositi on. Like the historical images that precede 
them, electronic images rely on the depth constructi ons 
that render them visible. However, contemporary images 
are always in translati on and perpetual animati on.

The author examines the characteristi cs of contemporary 
images and their implicati ons on the interior of architec-
ture in two projects. The fi rst is a temporary theater done 
she designed in collaborati on with Emmett  Zeifman for The 
Industry’s producti on of Hopscotch. The second is a projec-
ti on room made as the scenic design for Insight Theatre’s 
producti on of Silent Sky. In this work, conceiving of images as 
conti ngent surfaces that frame possible interiors, opens up 
their politi cal potenti al. The interplay between interior and 
image gives rise to reshaping how the interior is depicted, 
navigated, and engaged.

The prevailing condition of flatness in the mediated pres-
ent, filled with screens and projections, makes the image the 
premier stage for contemporary conversations in architec-
ture. While technologies of surveillance and targeting have 
reshaped our view of the world, privileging the aerial view,¹ 
so has the desire to produce nested images of the interior. 
However, images present a particular problem with concern 
to interiors. That problem lies in the interior’s particular resis-
tance to being imaged. At a remove, the interior is inaccessible 
and requires a violent cut, puncture, or dismemberment to 
expose it. From within, its surfaces surround a volume and 
are challenging to objectify or visualize.

If we conceive of images as exclusively flat, and architecture 
as a spatial enterprise, images are bound to laminate archi-
tecture — and everything with it — in their liminal planes, 
merely representing rigid corners locked in position as a volu-
metric envelope.² However, looking more closely at images, it 
is evident that they are thick, layered artifacts — both in their 
internal structures and material. And if, in turn, we consider 

architecture’s historical and contemporary response to 
images, it becomes clear that the corners find ways to loosen 
and the layered thickness of images can be peeled apart pro-
viding access to the interior.

Architects have long had to contend with transmitting informa-
tion through what Robin Evans’s reminds us are “not neutral 
vehicles.”³ By their conventions and constraints, drawings vari-
ously change information as it is encoded. Evan’s addresses a 
drawing particularly disposed to revealing the interior: the 
developed surface drawing. Unlike the section cut that “com-
presses space,” the developed surface drawing—that “turns 
architecture inside out” by unfolding the interior surfaces of 
a room—“fractures space and destroys its continuity.”⁴ The 
peculiarities of the drawing type result from its particular 
attitude toward the interior and in turn impact the interiors 
generated through its process. 

Images and drawings are indeed not equivalent, but both 
are strictly bound to the rules of their formats. In these rules 
are latent opportunities for misreading, for pulling apart and 
reconfiguring their constructions. In the fluctuation between 
drawing and interior — much like that between image and inte-
rior — the format fuses with the interior, and pictorial qualities 
meld with and material ones.⁵ Given this, how might the way 
that we conceive of and depict the interior change in relation-
ship to images, specifically electronic images? And how can 
images enter into a direct relationship with built work, trans-
mitting their material properties onto constructed surfaces?

PICTORIAL ELEMENTS: THE FRAME AND THE SCREEN 
In order to investi gate the problem of imaging the interior, 
it is useful to look to history for clues as to how the interior 
or has been conceived and depicted. This culling of histori-
cal images is not intended to muddy the disti ncti on between 
electronic, photographic, and other images. While these 
categories of images are defi niti vely diff erent, the analysis 
of their underlying structures has the potenti al to be useful 
from one realm to another. Considering the constructi on of 
images can place the electronic image in dialogue with a set 
of strangely related aliens found in the annals of history.

In early image-making, two key elements play a pivotal role: 
the frame and the screen. In linear perspecti ve constructi on, 
the frame surrounds a screen conceived as a window to the 
“real.”⁶ The frame in this context is the perimeter of the can-
vas or material surface, oft en paired with a molding or frame 
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that reifi es this edge. The denotati on of the Lati n perspecti va 
“to see through” reveals the screen to be an imagined imma-
terial plane corespondent in locati on to the painted surface 
— the picture plane — that projects illusory space beyond. 

Given its projecti ve ambiti ons, perspecti ve is fraught with the 
problems of its claims to objecti vity, hinging on the presup-
positi on that it presents a universal reproducti on of “reality.”⁷ 
Perspecti ve laminates the interior, binding it to a singular 
point of recepti on and discarding with the capabiliti es of 
the painted surface by wishing it out of being. However, his-
tory gets a second chance at “seeing through” in a way that 
acknowledges and the surfaces that construct the image and, 
consequently, the interior — the word diorama shares the 
same meaning. 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF INTERIOR AND DOMESTIC 
SCENOGRAPHY
Dioramas are interiors that aspire to be images. A diorama 
may be a composite of a painti ng, a building, a built-in, a 
model, a room, or an accumulati on of like or disparate things. 
Neither scale, nor size, nor the mechanism of the apparatus 
defi nes something as a diorama. The common thread is in 
the unsett ling of the relati onship between the frame and 
screen and the unusual conditi ons of fl atness produced in 
their detachment.

The earliest example is L.J.M. Daguerre’s diorama building 
developed between 1821 and 1822, related to Franz Nikalaus 
König’s earlier Diaphanorama of 1811.⁸ The building consisted 
of three tunneling chambers and a rotati ng viewing platf orm 
that would turn the audience to face one of these at a ti me, 
thus displacing the spectators’ movement to the building. 
Each chamber housed a two-sided linen painti ng, set back 13 
meters from the front row of seats, framed by the surround-
ing tunnel, and illuminated by large, concealed windows with 
mechanical shutt ers to direct light.⁹ While the linen screens 
were painted on their front with standard illusionisti c tech-
niques, the back side of the surface followed a diff erent 
logic; shadows were rendered with paint thick enough to be 
opaque, while points of light were left  as blank linen.¹⁰ (Fig. 
1.) The screen was then illuminated from the front to refl ect 
light or from the back to refract. 

In this case, the surface is not as fl at as it might seem. The linen 
is built out from both sides of the surface, subtly off setti  ng in 
layers or increasing in viscosity. Further, it is indelibly ti ed to 
the tunnels that frame it and to the mechanism that shift s 
the relati onship of light to the screen. The frame and screen 
form an apparatus calibrated to control pictorial qualiti es, or 
“eff ects.”¹¹ The specifi c att ributes required to manifest the 
illustrated picture ulti mately supersede it. That is, the space 
of the diorama is not that implied by the projected picture, 

Figure 2: Eugene R. Kupjack, Thorne’s Miniature Room at The Art Insti tue 
of Chicago, (top) Louis XV French Library, c. 1720, c. 1937, (bott om) French 
Bedroom, 16th Century, c. 1937, courtesy of the author.

Figure 1: Similar to Daguerre’s painti ngs, this work by Jean-Paul Favand, 
Naguère Daguerre I, depicts (top) The Bay of Naples at the end of the day, 
Canvas lit by the front (90%) and the back (10%), (bott om) Erupti on of 
Vesuvius on the Bay of Naples by night, Canvas lit only from behind, 2012, 
Jean-Paul Favand.
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but by the interior that it inhabits and the dimensional data 
of its material details. 

Another type of diorama sources from the from furniture that 
was developed to contain and display collecti ons of minia-
tures, what ulti mately came to be known as dollhouses.¹² 
Eugene R. Kupjack’s dioramas — an extensive collecti on of 
miniature rooms made for Narcissa Niblack Thorne — are 
models, set into the wall like built-in cabinets and framed 
like pictures. (Fig. 2.) The paradox of Daguerre’s two-sided 
painti ng shift s to the “walls” of the picture. The walls of the 
one inch equals one foot model are always doubled; the 
fi rst enclosing layer lines the interior of the depicted period 
room, the second is off set from that by about six inches and 
is painted in the guise of an exterior atmosphere and envi-
ronment. These two walls form the delaminated screen, 
accompanied by one other: the full-scale wall in which the 
diorama is immured. In turn, the frame is not only the literal 
oak boundary that surrounds the model, but it is also defi ned 
by the wood framing of the full-scale wall. This wall allows the 
diorama model allows for the nesti ng doll layers of doubled 
interiority to conceal their presence. Again, it is the calibrated 
details of the diorama’s component layers — all operati ng 
in service of an illusion — that creates an alternate kind of 
interior than that intended by the illusion.

The last case would not typically be described as a diorama 
but can be folded into this history given the similariti es of 
its parameters to the previous two cases. Colonel John F. 
Ohmer’s camoufl age was developed for the United States 
Military to conceal aircraft  plants or military bases during 
World War II.¹³ ¹⁴ (Fig. 3.) Earlier techniques of military cam-
oufl age — like that indebted to cubism and developed by 
Lucien-Victor Guirand de Scévola in the First World War — 
were based on the perceptual capacity of the eye and brain.¹⁵ 
By contrast, Ohmer’s strategy did not conceal to the eye, 
but the camera lens of aerial reconnaissance photography. 
Buildings were masked behind a giant painted canvas screen, 
executed by a team of Hollywood fi lm-makers, that depicted 
a faux suburban landscape, hung on a frame. These large-
scale theatrical sets were replete with four foot tall hollow 
wooden houses (just tall enough to produce convincing shad-
ows), chicken feather and spun glass landscaping, infl ated 
rubber or plywood cars, and lumpy burlap trees propped on 
wood stud tree trunks.¹⁶ 

Underneath the giant canvas screen the vast, open exterior 
space, can be thought of as imbued with the qualiti es of an 
interior under its fabric canopy ceiling. At once, the uncanny 
domesti c landscape above lacks an interior altogether, oper-
ati ng only as an image of domesti city and an inaccessible 
“horizontal facade.”¹⁷ Once again, the screen is doubled, in 
this case at an extreme remove; the screen is not only the 
canvas but also the printed photograph. The characteris-
ti cs of the fl att ened, low-resoluti on, large-scale model are 
calibrated to the mono-focal capacity of the cameras used in 
military reconnaissance.¹⁸ The inclusion of the camera in the 
concepti on of this device creates for the strange distorti ons 
of the verti cal dimension and duplicati on of the horizontal 
that creates the interior nested between the delaminated 
grounds.

In all three of these cases, the diorama’s layered construc-
ti on operates like a set, staging architectural scenarios. The 
doubling and deepening of the frame and the collecti ons of 
layered screens creates strange constructi ons that unfold in 
response to the eye or camera. It is not their illusion that is of 
interest; it is their ability to negoti ate the image by becom-
ing an object with specifi c material and dimensional controls 
determining their layered formats. Dioramas are objects that 
wish to be images.

CONTEMPORARY IMAGES OF THE INTERIOR
In contemporary, electronic images, representi ng the interior 
takes on a diff erent dispositi on, but one that we can read in 
light of the diorama. Electronic images are always in trans-
lati on, and the data that underlies images is always already 
plural, as it is a set of related fi gures in perpetual anima-
ti on.¹⁹ ²⁰ That data consumes power and occupies volumes, 
fi lling up hard drives and server rooms. Moreover, it under-
goes multi ple layers of translati on when accessed — from 

Colonel John F. Ohmer's camoufl age techniques applied by (top) H. 
Roy Kelley and Edward Huntsman-Trout for Douglas Aircraft  Company 
(bott om) and John Stewart Detlie at Boeing’s “Wonderland” in Seatt le, 
WA, c. 1942, from Bill Yenne's Panic on the Pacifi c: How America Prepared 
for the West Coast Invasion.
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lett ers, to numbers, to binary, to electronic signals, to pic-
ture elements — or pixels — that control the chrominance 
and luminance of a screen in relati on to the human eye and 
brain’s ability to interpret visual informati on when viewed at 
a distance.²¹ Images must construct an opti cal illusion, not 
unlike dioramas.

This illusion is — similarly to the diorama again — created 
through material constructi ons with calibrated thicknesses. 
From the 6-layer LCD screen’s modulati on of light to variable 
paper thicknesses and topography of ink dropped or electri-
cally charged powder fused to the face of the page,²² images 
rely on the depth constructi ons that render them visible. The 
vast data sets of layered accumulati ons, constantly in transla-
ti on, have gobbled up the singularity of any datum.

Innovati ons in images such as omnidirecti onal cameras and 
360-degree panoramas, turn the interior into an exterior, 
when not fi ltered through a device or applicati on. These 
images bend interiors open — or turn them into a globe with 
an implied, impenetrable, spherical interior — a black hole 

inside the image.²³ A similar situati on exists in the spheri-
cal photo when it appears in Google Maps. The interior is 
resistant to connect to satellite views and can’t convey 
the same kind of conti nuity that is possible in the “bird’s 
eye view.” The image plane that can be panned across is 
replaced by the fi xed point around which the image sphere 
orbits. Shift ing from exterior to interior means falling through 
aerial view into a succession of spherical photographic orbs. 
Transiti oning between various spheres or trampolining from 
interior sphere to aerial plane and back characterizes a now 
incredibly familiar way of relocati ng without moving.

In these transiti onal thresholds, gaps in informati on expose 
a vacuous poche similar to that inside the spherical photo-
graph. As those buildings documented are almost always 
photographed at night when empty, the same black appears 
in the photographed windows, erasing the exterior world 
that was just there a moment ago in the daylight of the aerial 
view. Strange secti ons emerge, fading out against the abyss. 
Orbiti ng to images of the fl oor reveals the absent footprint of 
the camera, approximati ng the ground to erase its presence. 

Figure 4: Hopscotch Opera Theater Pavilion, courtesy of the author.
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Figure 5: Silent Sky Projecti on Room, courtesy of the author.
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Mis-mapped images clad the exterior in its interior. These 
disconti nuiti es between model and interface as frame, and 
image mapping and LCD as screen, reveal another kind of 
layered constructi on. 

CASE STUDIES OF THE SCENOGRAPHIC INTERIOR
Engaging the potenti al of images requires looking for oppor-
tuniti es to build considering their logic. Theater sets are 
one arena parti cularly suited for this. Hopscotch — a proj-
ect undertaken by my practi ce along with that of Emmett  
Zeifman for the so-named contemporary opera by director 
Yuval Sharon — falls between temporary theater and scenic 
design. (Fig. 4) Hopscotch’s performances were conceived as 
a non-linear set of scenes that took place simultaneously in 
moving limousines, traveling along three routes to locati ons 
scatt ered throughout the city. Hosted in SCI-Arc’s parking lot 
in Los Angeles, the theater featured live streams of distributed 
performances throughout the day as well as a live perfor-
mance of the opera’s fi nale. Given this, the room needed to 
house 24 screens, 300 audience members equipped with 
multi -channel receivers and headphones and — during the 
fi nale of each performance — a succession of limousines that 
entered into the pavilion. 

The open-air, clad frame creates an interior within the city, 
from a composite of multi ple sites visited throughout the per-
formances. Like Thorne’s miniature rooms, it is an interior 
that branches into alternate interiors: the set of urban rooms 
gathered in the walls of the pavilion. The theater becomes 
a large scale apparatus, calibrated to collapse the distance 
between in situ and remote performances. Like Ohmer’s 
landscapes, the layers of screen and frames exist in great 
separati on, pulled apart and turned to the electronic devices 
with which they interact, and with an even a greater number 
of layers involved. Lycra, LCDs, cell phones held by audience 
members to record the live stream, all operate as screens. The 
frame is variably cast as the wood framing, device frames, the 
map indicati ng linear routes, and the city of Los Angeles itself.

A related architectural, scenic design project developed in 
my practi ce is a theater set and projecti on room prepared 
for the St. Louis based Insight Theater Company’s produc-
ti on of Silent Sky, directed by Maggie Ryan. (Fig. 5.) The main 
set element is a series of screens that form the projecti on 
room, which inscribes the front end of the black box theater. 
This doubled cage of the projecti on room off set from the 
black box enclosure mirrors Thorne’s diorama. The room — 
a truncated pyramid missing a face — receives a projected 
animati on of an exterior or interior scene. The enveloping 
image is distorted in order to map uniformly onto the oblique 
surfaces of the room. Within the projecti on, elements with 
parallel lines are rendered as a worm’s eye obliques, aligning 

to the oblique geometry of the screen. Depicted corners coin-
cide with the screen’s corners. However, the corners of the 
screen surfaces do not meet; instead, they exist in a state of 
unfolding and displace the conti nuity of the projected image.

While projecti ons are typically fl at, these are layered con-
structi ons, wherein renderings are composited with frame 
by frame animati ons and video footage of models, and video 
of model surfaces, then projected on a three-dimensional 
screen. The projecti ons are scheduled in soft ware that pro-
grams simultaneous and staggered shift s in video, audio, and 
lighti ng. This programming of events onto the theater interior 
indelibly ti es the programmed data to the room and creates 
an automated track of atmospheric changes.

THE POLITICS OF THE FLAT INTERIOR
Borrowing from historical models and recognizing their rela-
ti onship to contemporary conditi ons opens new possibiliti es 
to defi ne the interior. Calibrati ng the displacement of the 
screen from the frame allows for close readings and mis-
readings the rules of image-making. Recognizing images as 
delaminated and thickened arti facts reveals that images are 
not enti rely fl at. In between their layers, images form physical 
interiors and operate within conceptual interioriti es specifi c 
to their formats.

Interiors have the capacity to restructure the images that are 
entwined with them. When the multi farious and material 
layers of images come in contact with interiors, the status 
of images as constructed arti facts becomes more apparent. 
The labor and consti tuent alterati ons within these images 
turn our att enti on away from the glossy illusion and toward 
the constructi ve elements that enter into ever image that 
reaches us through the media. In turn, in working through 
the rules of images, it is possible to create interiors that are 
not hermeti c. Conti ngent surfaces that frame possible interi-
ors spark the potenti al of the open and create opportuniti es 
for deterritorializing boundaries. With this boundary broken, 
their interior is not so much a room hiding its contents, but 
a screen displaying that which is collected within it. The rela-
ti onship between images and interiors gives rise to reshaping 
how the both are depicted, navigated, and engaged.
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